INTRODUCTION
Bimodal seas are usually characterised by the combination of swell and locally generated wind energy. Understanding the percentage of the swell component (SC) and the wind component (WC) partitioned from the energy content of a Wave System (WS) is important in coastal defense design and management. The South Wales and southwest England wave climate is mostly characterised by bimodal wave spectra because they are directly facing the North Atlantic Ocean. In this paper, we describe the application of fuzzy logic to develop an efficient wave partitioning system for bimodal wave energy separation that can be used to characterise the percentage of swell and wind waves in a measured sea state.
METHODS
The modified recursive approach proposed by Hanson and Philip (2001) The directional spectral at each station were separated into wind and swell components from different sources. These swell components were then recombined to create a single swell component. The components of the swell and the wind were integrated over frequency to develop the bimodal spectrum from where the characteristics significant wave heights Hm0 and Tm-1,0 for each component of the swell and the wind were derived. Figure  2 . Note that this process allows a frequency overlap between the two components, unlike the traditional frequency cut-off approach (Reeve et al., 2015) . The analyses of the swell growth over time in relation with the seasonal variation with large storms in the winter and spring months are still ongoing and will be incorporated into a fuzzy set to develop a predictive model for swell to wind combination for bimodal seas approaching Wales.
RESULTS AND ONGOING WORK One of the wave partitioning results is presented in
The full paper will identify the wave bimodality behaviour amongst the eight sites, as well as comparisons of the fuzzy partitioning method with other partitioning methods (e.g. the CCO method -see CCO, 2017). 
